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tack on pro-establishment schclarsisremi-
niscent of the mire so readily hurled by
the politicians: "So they vAll cheat. abuse.
sing the political chorus if these were
what would. help them get a promotion,
or access to other material comforts, or if
that is what is needed to retain their posi-
tions."

Numerous articles to the print media
by pro-establishment academics like Prof.
Henry M wanzi also displayed an amaz-
ing propensity towards tilted logic aimed
at ridiculing perceived enemies. One
would have expected these intellectuals
to have sober dialogue with each other to
sort' out their differences. After all, a
university is supposed to be a place for
reasoning. . .

Although most lecturers lntervlewed

Dr. Adar: Expelled

Prof. Nyasani: Np /055

denied it. such reciprocated public ndt-
cule has strained personal relationships
between certain lecturers. The resultant
acrimony undermines thespirit of aca-
demic co-operation to the detriment of
the students in particular, and the entire
university in general. True, fences are
being mended, but intellectualism comes
with titanic egos which get in the way of
meaningful reconciliation, In this war of
oversize egos, the solution to mutual dis-
dain may be a slow and painful process.

Prof. Nyasani does not think the strike
had repercussions 0'0 the university: "1
don't think, in my own view, that the
strike had such a big impact on this Insti-
tution. It only created an awareness
among the general public that the univer-
si'iyis run ina unique way consonant with
the provision of the Act of Parliament and
Statutes attendant thereto."

'According to Prof. Nyasani, "UASU
smacked of trade unionism which is re-
'pugnant ~o' the principles of intellectual
academic' pursuit." This view encapsu-
lates the 'attit~de of the administration
towards UASU, 'Have we heard the last of I

VASU? . TheIunlversity administration
must avertthis likely war: This time, U
this war is allowed to break out, there will

, be neither losers nor winners, only vie:
tims. ~~_'_~"!.;'.~','i.,:' ",


